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COOLING OF AIRPLANE ENGINES AT LOW AIR SPEEDS

By TREODORD THRODORSnN. M. J. BREVOOET, and GHORQD W. STICKLE

suMMARY

A eomprehtie aperimdal dwdy ha been carried
oui al full scab in the N. A. C. A. gO-foot wind tunnel,
t?wgeneral Purpoge of which h to fmtih information in
regard to thefunctioni~ of the power plad and propeller
unit under di~erd conditimu. Tlnk report okuk par-
hkulurly m“th the problem of the cooling of an aixpkme
engine on tb ground. The @7u.ence of di~ereni nose
fo~, g~~%.@Ps, FOPb8, 8pinner8, ati speeiul
blowers?UMbe+minvestigated. Among the moreinkrestiq
reswlh are the akmonatrdti of the wmparatwe ineji-
c%mcy of adfju.dableskirt flaps, the detrim.erdale$ect of
ddiameter front openings of th cowling, and tlw very
ben@Aul e$ect of a earefwllydxigned airfoil seetion near
the hub of thepropeller. A emd & fan of timple eqn-
etru.ctionw fmmd to gwe e-jhimt cooling on the ground.

INTRODUC’HON

The problem of cooling an airplane engine on the
ground obviously presents the greatest difficulty. The
velocity head in the slipstream is then a minimum.
The engine does not- ordinarily develop its mtium
horsepower, but the quanti~ of heat to be disposed of
is not much reduced. A certain velocity head and a
corresponding pressure drop are generally reqti to
cool the engine satisfactorily. The problem then be-
comes one of providing a certain prcsaure drop for cool-
ing on the ground or at a minimum air speed; cooling
at higher speeds, of course, follows. Special devices,
such as flaps on the skirt or fans in front of the cowling,
me sometimes used to improve the cooling on the
ground.

It has been shown (reference 1) that the cooling for
the cruising condition is almost exclusively a function of
air speed, the effect of the propeller slipstream velocity
being of little importance. At low air speeds the situ-
ation is diflerent; the cooling is largely dependent on the
propeller effect. On the ground the cooling depends,
of course, entirely on the propeller. The subject of
primary interest in this paper is the study of the factors
affecting the cooling on the ground.

ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM

It was shown in reference 1 that the cooling of an
engine is rLfunction of the pressure drop Ap across the
cylinder bank. Most of the tests reported in this paper

were extended down to the mhknun tunnel speed.
This minimum tunnel speed corrcaponds to the effect
of the local propeller slipstream on the closed-circuit
tunnel and is approximately 20 milca per hour, low
enough to permit an extrapolation of results to the
condition of zero air speed.

At very low air speeds the effect of the slipstiemn
dominates the situation, the propeller functioning as a
low-pressure blower. I?or the condition of zero air
speed, the quantity Ap/nz haa been chosen as the char-
acteristic function, this quantity being independent of
the revolution speed of the propeller. The square root
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of this quantity is plotted against the advance-diameter
ratio V/nD. Plots of this type conveniently picture the
relationship between the available pressure and the
air speed at any combinations of the other variables
and show direotly the primary results of the present
investigation.

In order to apply the results for the condition of zero
air speed, there need be known only the revolution
speed n of the propeller at any particular angle of
attack. For this purpose it is very convenient to plot
the pressure function Ap/n* against the nondimensional
power coefficient CP at zero air speed, defined as

2TQ
cP=pn:p–~p

——

where P is the power and Q the torque of the pro-
peller. A curve of this type is illustrated in figure 1
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FImm 2—The N. k C.& tanImdakl onthemgbe.

(a) Lay-out of cowling shapes.
(b) Wright blower.
(c) N. A.C. A. fan.
(d) Spinner 6.
(e) B 10.

for a particuhw propellpr over the entire range of blade-
rmglesettings. The ordinate used is actually the square
root of the pressure function, orfi[n, and the abscissa
is similarly~. At a given power and propeller
diameter the revolution speed is Imowu at each blade
angle and, in consequence, also the value of Ap. The
selection of the blade angle produoing the highest pres-
sure drop Ap is identical with the selection of the point
on the curve having the greatest slope for a straight
line drawn from the point to the origin. It is found,
in genaral, that this condition corresponds to that of the
maximum speed of the engine and a resulting minimum
propeller blade-angle setting. In order to representthe
deggee of trmsmissi “bdity of the baflles, a quantity K,
designated “conductivity,” has been defined in reference
1ss

K= Q

4
~g

!?
where Q is the quantity of the air passing through the

baillm per second.
F, the cross section of the nacelle as a reference

area.
g, the velocity head.

and V, the veloci~ of the air stream.
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DESCRIPTION

COOLING OF AIRPLANE

OF EQ~MENT

This invcstimtion was conducted in the N. A. C. A.
20-foot tunnel; which, with its equipment, is described
in detail in reference 2. The general arrangement of
the test model is shown in figure 2. Detailed descrip-
tion of the particular equipment used is given in refer-
ence 3. Figure 3 (a) shows the various nose cowlings
and skirts employed in the present investigation, to-
gether with other equipment used. Figure 3 (b)
shows rm experimental blower used in conjunction
with nose 15 especially designed to house it. Figure
3 (c) shows an axial fan of simple construction here-
inrtfter referred to as the “N. A. C. A. fan.” Figure
3 (d) shows a circular flat disk 24 inches in diame-
ter, which was attached to the front of the propeller
in some of the following tests and is referred to’ as
‘(spinner 6.” Figure 3 (e) shows a normal type of
spinner which was actually an integral part of the
experimental blower shown in fgure 3 (b) but which
was sometimes used separately and designated ‘(spin-
ner 10.” Figure 4 is a photograph of the four pro-
pellers with the designations employed in this report.
The following table is given for reference from the
associated propeller report (reference 3). A photo-
gmph of the experimental blower is shown in figure
5; the N. A. C. A. fan may be seen just behind the
propeller in figure 2.

>7.; @ ., —- ,

PROPELLER DATA
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RESULTS

Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9 show the basic results of the
investigation. Code numbers appear showing different
arrangements. For example, arrangement 6-2-B-3-O
indicates that nose 6, skirt 2, propeller B, inner cowling
3, and no spinner were used. The ordinate used is
&/n and ~he abscissa is the quantity V/nD, as pre-
scribed in the preceding analysis. The rrmgepresented
is actually the entire range of flight speed and it is
noted that the slipstream effect gradudly diminishes as
the speed is increased. The curves mymptotiwdly
approach straight lines through the origin.

The series given in iigure 6 shows, in particular, the
effect of the blade-angle setting, the propellem B,
B,, C, D, and E being used on the most neutral cowlings
composed of noses 6 or 7 and skirt 2. It is noticed that
propeller B, or B., which has a good airfoil section near FIGURE5.—Wrfghl blowor with pmpifor C and apkmar lm
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$
FIGURE &—Depmdmoyof ~~plu on VjnD for mvm.1 propdhm atvarknublade angles.

the hub, is superior to the ahnost identical propeller I Properties of the noses 3 and 9, the available pressure
C with a round hub section. The three-blade ~ropeller
C, and the two-blade propeller D, ha,ving identical
blade sections, give available pressure drops almost
proportional to the number of blades.

The next series (fig. 7) gives the effect of the vaxious
noses tested, the propellers used being restricted to B
and C at blade angles of 25° and 35°. The result of
most immediate interest is the apparent inferior cooling

&op Ap being of the order of one-half or less of those
obtained on the normal designs. It is further noticed
that nose 4, which is characterized by a very flat nose
section pointing radially inward, shows without excep-
tion the highest available pressure at the ground point.
Noses 6 and 7, which are among the best at cruising
condition (reference I), appear, howetier, to be fuirly
close to the maximum.
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ED
(a) Prr@k B wt 2P. (b) PropellerB .?@3&.
(o) Frop311aro S3t29. (d) PmpaffarO set3&.

J?TOUEE7.—Defxmdenoy of G/n on V/nD for several mm S!JBW on dffferant propalfor arrangwnentq Mrt 2.

Mgure 8 reproduces tho experimental rcs.dts lin re-
gard to the much-discuwmdproblem relating to the use
of Coding flaps. The flaps used were of normal de-
sign, 6 inches long, and wore given successive increasea
in flrLpangle correspond@ to flares of M, 1, 2, and 3
inches at the mar end. The results show that the gain
in avrtilable pressure is in the order of 15 percent as
compared with the unflared skirt. This result is inter-
esting insofar as it shows the performance of normal
short flaps to produce a suction at the slot. In con-
trast, it is seen that skirts 7 and 8 represent a decided
gain over the narrower skirt 2, this latter gain being in
the order of 50 percent. Siar rcmdts are available
for other propellem rmd blade anglm and show sub-
etrmtialagreement. FIQWLE&—Depend6noy of ~pjn on V~D for sword SMIX wfth nwo 7 and prm

@ler o Set w at CL75R
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I?igure 9 shows the remits of a related investigation
on the effect of fans or blowers, presented for comparison
in conjunction with some other typical cases. The
most interesting result is the remarkable effectiveness
of the very simple N. A. C. A. fan. The Wright blower
is seen to be very inefficiaut, the pressure function re-
maining below 0.2,and is inferior to the propeller alone.

Improved cooling on the ground is generally attained
at some loss of efficiency at high air speeds. This 10SS

VALUESOF PRESSURE

k evident from the associated net-efficiency curves of
figure 9. It is noticed that nose 7 with spinner 10, which
gives poor cooling on the ground, shows the highest
efficiency in flight conditions; whereas the N. A. C. A.
fan, being superior for cooling, shows the lowest net
e5ciency.

The following table shows the pressure constants for
the various propeller noses and skirts for the condition
of cooling on the ground.
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Figure 10 shows the pressure function&/n on the
ground for the five propellers. As explained in the pre-
vious analysis, the slope of a line dram-nfrom any parti-
cular point on this curve to the origin is proportional to
the square root of the available prwaure Ap, the masi-
mum slope giving the greatest available pressure on the
ground. It is seen that this point, at which the highest
pressure occurs in most cases, corresponds to a blade
angle of less than 15°. bmuning a 560-horsepower
engine with a lo-foot controllable propeller, the mini-
mum blade angle permissible to prevent excess speed is
about 19°, which corresponds to 1,460 r. p. m. of the
propeller. The reason for the more effective action of
the propellers occurring at low pitch settings lies in
the fact that the propeller loading is concentrated more
toward the hub. The practical conclusion is tlmt, in
order to obtain maximum cooling on the ground, the
propeller should be given a minimum blade-angle set-
ting corresponding to maximum engine speed.

Thus far the discussion has dealt entirely with the
pressure drop and the factora affecting it. Results of
some related tests of temperature measurements that
were conducted at the same time will now be presented.
It has previously been found (reference 1) that an
available pressure drop of 10 pounds per square foot
across the engine, if properly used, will provide sufE-
cient cooling in accordance with present-day practice.
It was found that a very detite relation between the
rear temperature and the pressure drop exists; the
front temperature was shown to depend on several
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other factors. In the present paper, the temperature
distribution around the circumference of a cylinder is
shown in more detail. The particular cylinder on which
the measurements were made contained an electric
he~ter, the output of which was kept constant at
1.75 kilowatts, the temperature thus being a direct

m
(8) ~ant @->B-s-o. (b);.Armwament 7-2-B+.
(o) Arrangement .w24+-0. (d) A~~t 6-2-D-s-o.
(e) Arrangement O-2-E-Z-O.

~GUU 10.—Depmdanay of ~ph on 16 for V/nD.O at dltTer-
ent blade-angle mttlnm at 0.76R

measure of the heat transmission. This tem-
perature is referred to as am“index temperature.”

Figure 11 shows selected examples of the
temperature distribution around a heated cyl-
inder at various air speeds and for d.i.tlerent
arrangements. For the cases shown in figure
11 it is necemmy to realize that the high tem-
peratures shown at the lowest air speeds are
somewhat misleading, being directly a conse-
que.uce of the very low revolution speeds of
the propeller in this condition. Comparison
with results in reference 1 of the available

pressure on the ground and at low speeds indicates
that the extrapolated values of the temperatures at
zero air speed would not be much in excess of those
obtained at the lowest air speed. The revolution speeds
employed in the tests were roughly of the order of
one-half of those on conventional installations since
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only about one-eighth of the power was used. As a
result, the ground cooling pressure amounted to about
onequmter of actual values and the coefficients of heat
tran&lon to approximately 4-0s, or about two-
thirds of the values at the proper propeller speed. As
a consequence the temperatures mesmd” are about 50
percent in excess of the values that would be obtained
for the same heat output at normal propeller speeds.
The fit four sets of curves of figure 11 are for the
standard bafEing, K= 0.0424, all taken on the small
nacelle. In figure 11 (a) is shown a case of propeller
off; the three curves show three different tunnel speeds.
In figure 11 (b) is shown a case with propeller B and
in figure 11 (c) a flat spinner has been added. Note
the very beneficial eflect of the spinner on the front
temperatures. In figure 11 (d) the results are givep
for a special test serieson a Wright experimental blower.
The next figure, 11 (e), shows the temperature distri-
bution obtained with a laqger gap between the cylinder
and the baflles; K= O.0909 at two air speeds and with
both nacelles. Note the large increase in the rear tem-
peratures. Figure 11 (f) shows the distribution for
minimum air speed for the case of brdlles removed:
K=o.3 to 0.6.

Figure 12 shows the relationship between the rear
temperature and the pressure drop across the cylinder
bank as resulting exclusively from the change in the air
speed. The slopes of the resultant curves are some-
what inconsistent, lying apparently between —0.2
and —0.3.

Figure 13 is given to indicate the exponents of the
temperature-presmrrerelationship at various angular
positions around the cylinder. It is apparent that the
frontal temperature is very independent of the prewure
drop. Figure 13 (e) shows a particulady irregular
result; the heat transmid on on the front actually
increasing at low tunnel speeds, especially at the 45°
position, probably indicating a peculiar flow condition.

GENERALCONCLUSIONS

1. A blade section of proper ah-foil shape near the
hub is found to be effective in producing increased
cooling on the ground, being far superior to the con-
ventional round shank. The N. A. C. A. fan of very
simple construction gave the &@hest observed available

pressure; it appears, however, that this result could be
equaled by improving the design of the airfoil seotion
near the hub.

2. Adjustable skirt flaps were found to increase the
pressure drop in the order of 15 percent. Flaps are not
recommended except for very loosely baffled or unbaf-
fled engines.

3. The design of the nose of a cowling is of some
inluence in regard to the cooling at the ground point,
Noses with a small frontal opening were found to be
inferior and are not recommended. A nose design
with a radial inward bend of the leading edgp (nose 4)
was found to be superior to, but only slightly better
than, the normal designs (nose 7) recommended for
crui9ing conditions.

4. The charts given in the paper for a number of
conventional propellers indicate the most efficient
blad~angle setting for obtain@ the best cooling at the
ground point. The angle is apparently a function

rmissible mwiinmrn engine speed, whichonly of the pe
was found to correspond to a blade angle of about 20°.

5. No very general conclusion is possible in regard to
the temperature distribution. The beneficial influence
of a tight bafliing has been demonshatid. A flat plate,
or spinner, in front of the propeller hub has been
demonstrated to improve very effectively the cooling on
the front. The apparently inconsistent results oftm
obtained on the cooling of the front of the cylinder seem
to indicate that several unknown factors are involved
and leave a field for future study.

IJANGLEY Mwom AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONU JkOVISORY CormmrmD FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., Jurw ~, 19$6.
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